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Shane
I am from metropolitan Kaurna Meyunna Yerta, 
which is also the location of Flinders University 
(commonly referred to as Adelaide, South Australia).

Niina marni (‘hello’ in Kaurna)

Michael
The University of Canberra is on the land of the 
Ngunnawal people

Yumalundi (‘hello’ in Ngunnawal )
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Unfinished 
business  
making 
amends

Need to 
educate

We have an 
opportunity



Decolonialising 
physical education and 
sport programs in 
physical education  



Embedding Indigenous Australian 
perspectives is more than content, 
it’s about how we teach



Available here https://journals.humankinetics.com/view/journals/jtpe/39/2/article-p176.xml

https://journals.humankinetics.com/view/journals/jtpe/39/2/article-p176.xml


Image from https://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-11-
20/buroinjin-ball-reconciliation-in-sport/5106276

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-11-20/buroinjin-ball-reconciliation-in-sport/5106276


Available here 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13573322.2021.1964461?journalCode=cses20

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13573322.2021.1964461?journalCode=cses20


I have called the intersection of  

the Western and Indigenous 

domains, the Cultural Interface

(Nakata, 2002) 

available here https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/034003520202800513

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/034003520202800513








Story sharing: A GSA invites 

students into a narrative with 

a game.



Learning Maps: In a GSA, 

pathways of  knowledge are 

mapped from the game



Non-Verbal: In a GSA, learning 

is ‘hands-on’ as the game is 

the starting point and learning 

focus



Symbols and Images: When using a 

GSA, images of  recognisable 

patterns of  play leading to 

generalised principles of  play within 

each game category are used to 

understand concepts and content. 



Land Links: Teaching approaches 

like the GSA emphasise that learning 

is an active process whereby the 

individual is situated in the social and 

cultural contexts of  their 

environment. In other words, 

learning is place-based



Non-Linear: The GSA is described 

as flexible and non-linear



Deconstruct Reconstruct: A GSA 

encourages games and sport 

teaching from the whole, a 

representation of  the game in a 

modified form, to parts of  the 

game inquired upon, practiced or

both, and then return to the game



Community Links: In a GSA, 

learning in PE is applied for 

community benefit in the sense 

of  developing more competent 

‘thinking players’.



Discussion

From
Traditional Indigenous Games, Australian 
Sports Commission, 2000



The Current Project





What does or could a 

GBA-Cultural interface 

look like upon various 

lands?



Courtney Ryder, Tamara Mackean, Julieann Coombs, Hayley Williams, Kate Hunter, Andrew J. A. Holland 

& Rebecca Q. Ivers (2020) Indigenous research methodology – weaving a research interface. 

International Journal of Social Research Methodology, 23(3), 255-267
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